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“We have some higher value quota now,” says NCS-

The North Coast-Skeena Commercial Fishing Enterprise

involved with the commercial fishery and harvesting

(NCS-CFE) was formed in 2011 as an initiative to provide
greater commercial fishing access to the member and
partner Nations of the North Coast-Skeena First Nations

CFE manager Ron Smith. “Our communities are getting
initiatives,” he adds.
PICFI continues to assist the NCS-CFE’s operational

Stewardship Society (NCSFNSS). It aims to become a self-

and strategic planning development to ensure there is

sustaining successful enterprise.

capacity to support growth and future initiatives.

The six NCS-CFE member communities are Metlakatla,
Gitxaala, Gitga’at, Kitselas, Kitsumkalum and Haisla.

SUPPORTING CULTURE AND
ENVIRONMENT

The NCSFNSS holds licences in trust for the NCS-CFE,

Fish have been at the heart of Metlakatla, Gitxaala,

and the NCS-CFE manages licence access and quota.
The NCS-CFE has a management committee to make
operational and business decisions. This model of
leasing licences to members makes commercial fishing
more accessible for members.

has helped individual members of the six communities
support themselves by creating opportunities for

Each member community has a department responsible

Licence and quota leasing is the sole focus of the NCSCFE. In February 2011, the Pacific Integrated Commercial
Fisheries Initiative (PICFI) helped the NCS-CFE acquire
new licences and quota. Since then it has acquired
further licences and high-value quota that community
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and enterprise since time immemorial. The NCS-CFE

marine careers in their own territory.

PICFI SUPPORT		

members could not previously access.

Gitga’at, Kitselas, Kitsumkalum and Haisla culture

for fishery resource and stewardship, as does NCSFNSS.
Managers of these departments are appointed
members of the NCS-CFE management committee.
This means that the NCS-CFE board is constantly aware
of conservation issues and is acting in the interest of
stewardship as well as business.
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are remote communities that value transportation.
Kitsumkalum and Kitselas have different needs and

The NCS-CFE has provided its fishers access to certain
licences and quota for different seasons. This means
they can build fishing careers by working more months
in a year.

methods for training inland.
The communities’ aging fishing populations means that
a focus is to train and create opportunities for younger
generations so that knowledge can be passed on within
each community.

“I have one fisherman in the Haisla community who

THE FUTURE

is retired, and wanted to get back into fishing again
because he just couldn’t stay retired,” says Smith. “We
were able to offer licences and quota that he still has to
this day so he can keep fishing.”

The NCS-CFE has grown to the point where the six
management committee members have been given full
autonomy to direct the CFE’s business and operations.

There are between 25 and 30 vessels from the six

Following the NCS-CFE business plan and mandate, the

communities that access NCS-CFE licences and quota,

committee has decided it will make annual investments

with each vessel creating at least two or three jobs. The

in licences, quota and assets to bring the best returns

six management committee members provide direction

for each community.

and strategic advice in each community when required.
The NCS-CFE only leases licences and quota to member
communities, and each community decides upon its
own training needs. Gitga’at, Gitxaala, Metlakatla and
Haisla focus primarily on training for captains’ tickets
and other high-level tickets, largely because they
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